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Seva-activities

Asharamji Bapu Asharamji Ashram

Internet Channel

Daily 7.30 am
Daily 10.00 pm & 8.30 pm

ashram.org/live

Ashram’s Official Youtube Channels
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Download: Rishi Prasad, Rishi Darshan & Mangalmay Digital Apps

New practices to seek ﬁrm abidance in GuruTattva, on the festival that gives new direction
Guru-PÜrÔimÍ: 23rd July

If you can please the heart of your
Self-realized SatGuru Saint, then
sooner or later you are bound to attain
the nectar of the Almighty. Kings and
emperors, sÍdhakas and Bhaktas, give
more importance to the annual GuruPÜnam in order to receive the blessings
of Guru in their life. By the company of
Guru on Guru-PÜnam, the disciple gets
the fruit of all good
deeds of the year. It is
the experience of many
sÍdhakas that those who
celebrate Guru-PÜnam
(VyÍs-PÜnam) in the
right way, their whole
year is spent, full of joy,
love and progress.
One should take shelter in the Selfrealized great man who has evolved to the
highest state:

{Xb-E-Vñdra h¡ `ma !
O~ ^r JX©Z PwH$m br, _wbmH$mV H$a br &...
“In the mirror of your heart is the
picture of your Beloved. Whenever you
like, you can see Him.”
Guru-PÜrÔimÍ is the day to get
approval for all the progress we have
made in the year, from such a great man.
And to take a vow of doing self-study
and Japa in the coming year, to begin the
study of spiritual books on subtle
philosophy like the Brahma Sutra.

The human mind and Guru’s Mind
Guru-PÜnam is the festival to help
society reach the highest peak of
spirituality. Guru signifies the highest,
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– Pujya Bapuji

greatest and heaviest being. The way a
mountain is very heavy, which is not
moved by windstorm or gale; so is the
mind of the Guru unshakeable, like a
mountain.
Human minds are of 3 types:
(1) A mind like a leaf: An ordinary
man’s mind is like a leaf. Just by glancing
at a vendor’s cart of bhelpuri, his mouth
begins watering; just by
hearing the sound of a
rat, the jug slips from
the hand and falls down
with a bang… this is the
state of mind of a man
who overindulges in
luxury and venery and
revels in the world.
(2) A mind like a twig: Compared
to an ordinary man, the mind of a new
devotee is a little more stable. It does
not get blown around like a leaf, but with
a strong breeze; as twigs sway with all
the leaves, so the minds of new devotees
become disturbed by strong mental waves
and start to think ‘What will become of
me?’ He should start to think, ‘I have
assumed thousands of leaves of bodies
which were shaken by the wind of my
mind, but I am still existing, so what
harm will come to me in this present
condition?’ A mind like a leaf falls even
in a light wind, while a mind like twig
sways only in a strong wind.
(3) A mind like a stem: The nature of
an advanced sÍdhaka is like the stem of a
tree. Leaves move, twigs sway but the
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An opportunity to fill life with devotional love, wisdom and joy
ChaturmÍsa: 20 th July to 15th November
ChaturmÍsa starts from Deva-shayani
EkÍdashi and lasts until Deva-uthi EkÍdashi
of KÍrtik month. Lord NÍrÍyaÔa sleeps in
YoganidrÍ, in solitude in the ocean, during
these 4 months immersed in the bliss of
Brahman. As a result the power of the water
increases, and in the same way, a seeker
enhances the power of his mind and intellect
by doing ajapÍ-japa
(chantless mantra) with his
breath, thereby coming
closer to the bliss of
Brahman. Doing action for
the fulfillment of desires or
motives such as marriage,
during these 4 months, is
harmful. Actions such as fasting, mauna
(silence), japa (chanting), charity,
meditation and morning bath are especially
beneficial, meritorious and success-giving.
In these 4 months, enjoyment of carnal
pleasure or conjugal sex will do more
harm, but if self-restraint is observed, you
will get great help in reflection on
Brahman, meditation on Brahman and get
repose in Brahman, just as Lord NÍrÍyaÔa
rests in Brahman.

Especially beneficial in ChaturmÍsa
* Take a river-bath, pond-bath, or oceanbath before sunrise in ChaturmÍsa or put 3
bilva leaves in a bucket filled with water
and bathe with that water; or make a mixture
of sesame seeds, barley and powder of dried
ÀmlÍ (Indian gooseberry) fruit. Put a little
mixture in a bucket or a bowl, filled with
water and make a solution and rub it on the
body, then chant ‘Om Namah ShivÍya, Om
Namah ShivÍya...’ or contemplate that ‘the
Brahman has assumed the form of water’

– Pujya Bapuji

and then take a bath. Such a bath will
destroy sin, give religious merit and enhance
spiritual radiance. By this, the fruit of
bathing in all pilgrimages will be obtained.
Sapta-DhÍnya Ubatan1 contains barley and
sesame seeds, so use of this unguent before
bathing is also pleasant and joyous. The
devotee should take water in his hollowed
hand, and consider it as
the water with which the
feet of BhagavÍn Vishnu
are washed, and then pour
it on his head. If for some
reason he cannot take a
bath, then he can take a
bath with ash or a mental
bath with the chanting of mantras.
* The person who lights a lamp under a
Tulsi plant, or an ÀmlÍ tree or a Banyan
tree, or in a sacred place like a temple,
hermitage, river, or crossroads has an
increase in the light of knowledge in his
intellect, understanding and practical life.
* The person who eats food served on a
pattala (a plate made of PalÍsh leaves sewn
together) has a preponderance of Sattva in
his intellect and gets the love of God.
* If you cannot fast for one day a week
in ChaturmÍsa, then fasting for 1 day in 15
days is a must.

This opportunity should not be missed
For 4 months, Lord Vishnu lives in nomind bhÍva without any companion or
materials. If you too remain like this during
this period, then it will be helpful in your
spiritual progress. This is an opportunity to
fill your life with devotional love for
BhagavÍn, divine knowledge and divine joy.
(Continued on page: 12...)

1. This can be obtained from Sant Shri Asharamji Ashrams and from the service centres of the samitis.
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A priceless gift to Rishi Prasad volunteers from Pujya Bapuji

10 million rupees count for nothing compared to this gift
(Rishi Prasad Jayanti: 23rd July)
I am reluctant to say ‘Thanks’ to the
Rishi Prasad volunteers. Neither to give
thanks, nor applause, nor any other item
or certificate, because the given thing will
be left behind in the end.

hmOam-hO
þ ay OmJX§r Á`mVo &
Am{X gMw OJwm{X gMw &&
h¡ ^r gMw ZmZH$ hmogr ^r gMw &&
“Ever-present, Awakened Light, True
in the Primal Beginning, True throughout
the ages. True here, and
now. O Nanak, forever and
ever True.”
I have just awaken
them in That, that’s it!
Even if all the
volunteers of Rishi Prasad
are given ten million rupees each, it
counts for nothing compared to this gift.
If I give ten million rupees, it will
increase their physical needs and make
them epicures. Epicures eventually go to
hell. But by imbibing the knowledge
imparted to them, they will become
JnÍna Yogis and wherever a JnÍna Yogi
goes, even hell becomes heaven.
Breathing is happening naturally. You
associate it with JnÍna Yoga. – ‘Soham...’ (I am That)! Bliss experienced in
the conditions favourable to the mind,
belongs to Me. Where does your bliss
reside? Inquire. Just realise this once and
enjoy the bliss, just realise this and get
the joy of liberation, just realise this and
become the master of all situations!
Even heaven becomes trifling and hell

becomes inconsequential. Soham
Swaroop… It brings you to the source
of joy in which Brahma, Vishnu and
Mahesh revel.
What to give to the volunteers of
Rishi Prasad? What complements, praise
or thanks of the material world to give
to those who act as a bridge between
a Saint and society? This is akin to
insulting them, cheating with them. Only
a political leader can give this. ‘Brother…
he has done this service…
that service....’
Rishi Prasad has
millions of subscribers
and millions of people
get Rishi Prasad hand to
hand; the credit for all
this goes to the volunteers who make
members and distribute Rishi Prasad.
But such words will strengthen their
sense of doership that, ‘I have rendered
service; I have distributed Rishi Prasad;
I am a distributor; I am a volunteer...’
with this they will enjoy a little fruit of
their merit in the form of praise and that
will eventually finish their merit. If they
don’t want praise or any petty material
gain as the fruit of service, then such
desireless service will keep removing
the filth of petty ego, and in the end,
bless them with the immortal fruit of
their own Self, Atman, which was present
in the past, is present now and will never
be destroyed even by the death of death,
leading to self-satisfaction and
contentment in their own Self.
m
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How long will injustice be inﬂicted on
Asharamji Bapu? – Sant Samaj
Nirmal Peethadhishwar
Shri Mahant Swami
GyandevSinghji, President,
Shri Panchayati Akhara
Nirmal:
Bapuji
has
established Gurukuls and Yoga Vedanta
Sewa Samitis in all the tribal areas
where
Christian
missionaries
were
carrying out religious
conversion on a mass
scale. He provided not
only the necessities of life like food
grains, clothes, etc., to the poor, but also
made arrangements for providing all
types of education facilities to their
children. When the missionaries realised
that Bapuji was hindering their work,
they planned a huge conspiracy to oppress
him.
I have met Bapuji many times. He
had a very good ideology, has the same
and will remain so. He has been falsely
defamed.

Swami Shankardevji,
Nirmal Akhara: Asharamji
Bapu is a holy saint. He has
taken many measures to
protect and propagate our
culture. He has opened Gaushalas in which
9,000 thousand cows are being served; this
is not an ordinary act! The
day will come when
people will understand
who Asharamji Bapu is!
The way injustice is being
done to Him, is unfair.
Shri Shri 108 Mahamandaleshwar
Mahant Jitendradasji: In
Asharamji Bapu’s case it is
quite evident that he has been
framed under a conspiracy.
He is accused in one state and
a law-suit is filed against him in another
state (Delhi)! We demand the central
government bring out the truth in Bapuji’s
case and acquit him. He is innocent.
(Compiler: Dharmendra Gupta)

Give immediate judicial relief to Asharamji Bapu
– Patrick Brown, Mayor, City of Brampton, Canada

There is growing concern
for Saint Shri Asharamji
Bapu’s health amongst his
disciples living here in
Canada. Saint Asharamji has offered
selfless humanitarian services throughout
India his entire life, with many followers
here in Canada. His teachings and
guidance have helped many, and his way

to happiness has provided support to the
needy. His spiritual and immense work
for the welfare of youth, children, women
empowerment and aboriginal people in
India have benefitted many.
As Mayor for the City of Brampton,
I am making a formal request for help in
the relief of Saint Shri Asharamji Bapu
on a humanitarian basis.
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Beware of wretched ‘potatoes’!
“Potatoes are the
most useless tuber and
are unwholesome to eat. Never eat
fried potatoes, as the combination of
potato with salt and oil is very harmful.
In an emergency or in drought; if
there is nothing else to eat, you can
eat roast potatoes, just to survive.”
– Pujya Bapuji
AchÍrya Charaka declared potatoes
as the most unwholesome of all tubers.
Potatoes act as poison after frying in oil.
According to modern research, if potatoes
are heated to an extremely high
temperature or fried in oil for a longer
time, the level of acrylamide is raised
which is a proven carcinogen. Some
research
scholars
found
that
overconsumption of fried potatoes
increases mortality rate. Its consumption
can be a predisposing factor for obesity
and diabetes.
Recently our Gurubhai,
Roopabhai died; at that time
Pujyashri said, “He was a
brave Karma Yogi who
remained faithful till his last

breath; he went to a higher world.” These
wretched potatoes have seized from us the
well-wishers of society like- Roopabhai,
Rajubhai Dilkhush, Rajubhai Gogad, and
Ashokji Jaat and many more devotees.
Do not eat potatoes on any account.
If you want to eliminate the bad effects
of potatoes eaten previously, take 3-4
grams of triphalÍ churna* or 3-4 triphalÍ
tablets* with water.
Bapuji suffered from falciparum
malaria which was cured by allopathic
medicine, but five side effects of that
medicine persisted. To get rid of them
Bapuji had triphalÍ rasÍyana prepared
and used it for 40 days. Out of the five
side effects, four, namely, squint in eyes,
hearing defect, liver and kidney problems
were improved. A 20-22 year chronic
disease- Trigeminal neuralgia which is
also known as ‘suicide disease’ (details
of its severity of pain can be seen on
the internet) is under control by triphalÍ
rasÍyana. Even now Pujya Shri
occasionally takes triphalÍ rasÍyana.
(See page 31 for the method of preparation
of triphalÍ rasÍyana and its dose) m

Excellent beneﬁcial products for anaemia
(1) Rajat MÍlti: Take 1-2 tabs
with milk in the morning on an
empty stomach.
(2) ÀmlÍ-beetroot sherbet*:
Take 15-20 ml of sherbet mixed
with 200 ml of lukewarm water
on an empty stomach.
(3) DrÍkshÍvaleha: 1 spoonful

twice a day with meals.
(4) ÀmlÍ juice: Take 10-20 ml on
an empty stomach, mornings and
evenings.
(5) Aloe vera juice*: Take 4
teaspoonfuls in the morning on an
empty stomach. It can also be taken
1-2 hours before supper.

* These products can be obtained from the ashram and service centres of the samitis.
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